TWO ARTICLES ON CHILDREN’S READING
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Article 1

The earlier children are introduced to books, especially picture books the quicker they develop affectionately and cognitively. The mind is pliant and stretched into building an imagination that transforms into excellent communication skills, expansive language and creativity, and the world becomes boundless and profound. The child goes on an intellectual and emotional ride. Children are born learning and developing the art of language and communication.
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Article 2

Reading aloud is as evocative and enriching as the age old art of storytelling. Storytelling is an ancient art of Oral history. Books are a revolutionized platform of preserving and recording this rich history as much as technology has advance storytelling and reading from Amazon into Kindle, iPad and Kobo. Characters come alive, dialogue dances out of storybooks, emotions ride on a roller coaster and settings sail around the world.
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